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What the. future hold for Wooster women? See page 4 for a possible
.
answer: Photo by Steve Wilson.
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Manny Stone beats three Muskies to the rebound during Wednes-- .
day's OAC championship game. Who won? See Page 11. Photo by
George Chambers.
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"You will meet a dark, mysterious stranger!"
says Karen Becker. See Page 2, and find out
why Karen was telling fortunes last weekend.
Photo by Mark Snyder.

Who are these people and why are they migrating east over break?
Check page 4 for the answer to both questions.
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Uncover Undercover Acffiy iff ios
By Doug Pinkham

Last week President Carter
announced that he had found
"no illegality or impropriety"
in the recent activities of the
CIA that have come to public

"attention; These activities

center around secret cash payments to foreign leaders, including King Jussein .of Jordan. He said further that if, in
the future, he does detect
some wrongdoing by the Agency, he will not hesitate to
put the practice to a stop.

After having openly criticized the CIA during his campaign, Carter is now realizing
that publicity only makes its
work that much more difficult.
His new policy is not to make
direct comments on specific,

international CIA activities so
that the cloak of secrecy may
be retained. May question is,
"Why must there be a cloak of
secrecy?"
From a juridical viewpoint,
the espionage activities of the
beCIA are illegal
cause they interfere with the
sovereign rights of nations.
The United Nation's Charter
states that principle of nonintervention is based on the
"Sovereign equality of all its
members," and prohibits "intervention in matters which
are essentially within the dom
in-nat-

ure

ofi any;

estic jurisdiction
"

'

state."

'.

Covert operations, including under the table relationships with foreign leaders,
such as King Hussein and the
offering of technical assist-anc- e

trie-disclos-

and arms, are certainly'
contrary to international laws.
Some may argue that international laws are not applicable
in a time of Cold War;
however, the United Nations
is supposedly a peace-keepiforce and its laws along with
other, international statutes
have been written with the expressed purpose of protecting
countrys' rights.

vice-versa-

.

including

the

Russians,

knows who they are..

-.
.-

Even if the CIA's practices
were kept secret and the ille-- "
gal activities were completely
curtailed, the potential for
misusages would always exist. According to one Senate
Investigator quoted in The
New York Times Magazine,

"Because. it's there, big,

--

'

rea-

dy, willing, and secret,- policy
makers have used it too read--il- y,
-

as something to do, regardless of risks." Perhaps
Carter feels that he is capable
of passing legal judgment on
the work of the Agency, but
should he be the sole judge of
what is illegal or improper? I
think not.

place. Furthermore,, since

feelings have been
high of late, 'publicity is

anti-CI-

ures

.

ng

Supporters of the CIA say it
is necessary to keep Its activities secret in order to prevent
agents from being assassinated all over the world. Witness
the killing of Station Chief
Richard Welch in Greece a
year ago after his name ap-pea red in the Athens News.
What we have to remember,
though, is that Welch, along
with thousands of other CIA'
agents in foreign countries,
had no business interfering in
those nations in the first

- As for the argument that we
need to keep the CIA hidden
so that we. can keep a watch-fu- ll
eye on the Soviet Union,
Newsweek - Magazine says,
"American intelligence officials profess not to be concerned that
will
help the Russians since, they
suspect, the KGB already
knows who most of their CIA t
'
agents are anyway
and
."
Fine. We now
have CIA agents running illegal ty around foreign countries
dodging bullets, but they're
ineffective because everyone,

A

is sad, -- even tragic, that
United
States will find the
the
necessity to engage in covert
operations overseas that we
are not able to set some kind
of moral example for the other
nations of the world. Many
critics of the CIA's practices
It

-
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C--

seem to think that the halting
of such operations could be
our most effective weapon
against Communism. For one
thing, developing countries
could feel more secure about
not becoming dependent on
one of the greatest world
powers. In an era when it is
popular to be
the respect we would gain
would certainly help our world
position. And our intelligence
gathering agencies coOld still
work to expose Communist
spies within our country
something we probably have
been hesitant to do in the past
because we did more than our
share of spying.
--

"anti-Yankee- ,",

Though Carter seems to be
concerned with keeping tighter reigns on the CIA (the new
intelligence director, Stans-fiel- d
Turner, says he will resign if he is forced to do anything illegal), one wonders
how successful he will be,
especially if he aids in keeping the Agency's affairs quiet.
As long "as the cloak of
secrecy remains, the potential
for misusage will remain.

demonstration was Just one of the
points of interest last Saturday during Renaissance Week'
V-;end. Photo by Mark Snyder..
This

yam-spinni-

ng

,

rniToniAL

--

:
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Renaissance Weekend
Proclaimed a Success
'

.

'

'

'

.

Foster 6ice

sor Zaitchik and directed by
Dr. Raymond McCall, the play
amusedst audiences both Friday and Saturday nights:

Ay! We of the VOICE, hearty souls ourselves, would
liketh to congratulate the Eng-

lish Department for the
sprightly success of Renaissance Weekend. All day Saturday, fortunes were told, ballads were sung, dances were
performed, and indulgences
(direct from Pope Leo X) were
Sold for the entertainment of
students and faculty. The Art
Department also offered presentations for those who were
of a cultured nature.
S Then, on Saturday evening,
Kittredge Hall wast the scene
of great feasting and merriment. An authentic Renaissance Banquet,, complete with
ox soup, glazed swine, and
spice cake (and without forks
or napkins) was held. The cast
of the Renaissance drama,
"The Kingdom of Know," provided . what many amongst
thou interpreted as fine entertainment. Written by Profes

We expresseth our thanks
to Renaissance Weekend coordinator D.G. Fox, who as a
freshman hath accomplished
more than dost many of us bur
entire four years here. Ye
English Departmente and Ye
L.C.B. deserveth praise
for It wast these hardy
souls who gavest us all the:
chance to be apart of ye Ren- -.
naissance..4he second time
around.
v. At a time of the year when
exams and I.S.'s casteth their
threatening shadows o'er the
heads of. students, a chance
to let loose one's bootstraps
ond enjoy oneself is always
welcome. Our Renaissance
Weekend twas not a folly,
indeed, but. two days of fun
for all that participated.

.

as-we- ll,

--

.
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Lottnre to tho Eriltnr
to a

Dear Editor,

leaders here at Wooster. All
campaign workers, especially
the ones above, deserve to be
singled out and recognized for
a job well done.

.
Dear Editor, .
In an effort to give credit for
the hard work, dedication, and
time which so many people
gave of themselves during the
Carter campaign. would like

Sincerely,
Steve Monaco
Box 2341

them to be recognized.'
Any election and political
campaign requires numerous
people with a commitment to
a particular candidate. Often,
it is hard to recruit people who
are willing to give the necessary time and effort.: This Is
not so here at Wooster.
We had people such as Beth
Farnsworth, Leslie Davis, Jeff
Marzilli, Adele Rapport, Jeff
Pierce, Scott Lipps, Mark

'

.

--

;

.

--

and endless telephoning, they
led the way to what ended up
being a victory in Ohio.
Their effort was intense and
their commitment sincere. It
is good to know we have such

ILCx otf ADD

I would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank
Robin Peirce and Deborah Dill
fortheir exciting contribution
to the College of Wooster this
past weekend. "Persephone",
a combined independent study
presentation of modern dance
and music composition, was
overflowing wijh sensitivity,
creativity and talent. I hope
that their dedication and innovation will also serve to provide an outlet for further expression of other such valuable, experiences. Wooster
should be proud to know
these two gifted individuals.

Dear Editor,
.
This brief message is directed to all of the freshmen and
women (and perhaps
who are currently considering pledging
and joining a section or club-- .
My intent is not to harass or
.

.

belittle sections or clubs. I
also hope to keep my personal
attitudes to a minimum.
My major point is to remind
students in this situation that
they do have other options.
This is the time of year when
frosh are bombarded with
offers to join particular sec--

Beautiful job, people!
Sincerely,
Diana Lutz

Morales relaxed and gave
Carter a shampoo and a scissors
haircut
The next day, the regular
White House barber, Milton
Pitts, was quietly fired. Pitts had

Luxury Planes Still Provided for Top Brass

changed President Richard Nixon's hairstyle from the greasy to
the dry look. Pitts also brought
President Gerald Ford's 18S0
haircut up to date by towering
his sideburns and no longer
shaving the hair around his ears.
But Pitts had to pack his
brushes and sprays and clear out
of the White House. Now the barbers' union is preparing to complain to President Carter, for
Pitts is a union man and Morales

by Jack Anderses

-

Jm Spear

WASHINGTON
President
Jimmy Carter has put on a big
show of cutting down government luxuries. With a great roll
of the publicity drums, he has
stripped many government bigwigs of their
door-to-doo-

r

7
limousine service.
But he has kept strangely quiet
about their air shuttle service,
which the taxpayers also provide. Airplanes are more costly
to operate than limousines.
The Air Force keeps 25 luxury
planes at the beck and call of the
government hierarchy. The Air
Force also provides flight crews
to attend to the wants of the prominent passengers, and escort
officers to handle the baggage
and arrange accommodations.
At key locations such as
Honolulu, the Pentagon maintains a visitors bureau, which
meets the planes, reserves hotel
rooms and answers questions
about bathing beaches and night
clubs.
This luxury fleet is known as
the Special Air Mission, and the
25 planes range from the president's own Air Force One to
smaller, cozier jets The cost to
the taxpayers of this VIP ferrying service ran over $20 million
last year.

The Coast Guard furnishes two
additional sleek, white jets for
the top brass. And the Federal

Aviation Administration puts
four planes at the disposal of its
administrators.
Of course, the government bigwigs feel that the taxpayers
wouldn't want them flying
around in shabby planes. Two
years ago. for example, govern-mer- it
auditors reviewed some of
the maintenance records. Their

findings were never made

public but we now have had access to them.
Four planes that were being
reassigned were given gleaming
new paint jobs. The auditors
claimed the old paint was quite
adequate to protect the planes,
yet they were repainted strictly
for cosmetic reasons.
The GAOs unpublished report

states the painting was

re-

quested "merely because the
paint was faded and the aircraft
looked inferior as compared

ns)

I

lisp
.

upper-classperso-

Ismad Morales, a Puerto Rican,
to cut his hair last week. Morales
confessed he was nervous, so the
president told him to relax and
spoke to him in fluent Spanish.

with

ject at Ham's Nursing Home
and has many other service
projects planned. It is refreshing to see a club like Chi
Omega Psi which Is sincerely
committed to helping others.
Many thanks to Chi Omega-Ps- i
for Its effort, hard work
and time.

r

Congratulated

Crayton, Tim Davidson, Greg
Stype, Don Campbell, Pro-- f
essors Hodges' and Hoover,
and many others who worked
day and night on the Carter
campaign ,r T hese people
should be credited with what I
consider a very successful
campaign. Through the miles
of walking.hours of typing, ;

request tor

e

Piorco and Dill

.

campus-wid- e

help with the. United Heart
Fund. The club took the time
I'd like to recognize and thankl to promote and collect money
Chi Omego Psi, an organ!-- : for the Heart Fund, and their
zation in your college com- 'assistance helped to make bur'
munity that Is doing its part to drive a success. This week,-thhelp others and promote conChios are once agalnj
genial relations between the helping out by canvassing-door-to-doocollege and the Wooster comfor the Heart
munity. Last fall, Chi Omega ,Fund. I understand that the'
Psi, then a newly formed club, club has also participated in a.
was the only group to respond very appreciated service pro- -

is
'

not

The president's appointments
secretary, Tim Kraft, arranged
Carter's nonunion haircut Kraft
told us he didn't know Morales
was nonunion. Morales told us he
was opposed to the union. But he
has such respect for President
Carter, he said, that he will join
the union if it will please the
pesident

Incomplete Investigation:

It looks as if the House may
never complete its investigation
of the John F. Kennedy and
Martin Luther King assassinations. There seems to be something strange about this
Last year, the House hired
Richard Sprague, a crack Philadelphia prosecutor, to conduct

with special air mission
aircraft"
If this seems like a lot of fuss
over a little paint, the job cost

the investigation. He put

the taxpayers $635,000.
Unkind Cut: President Jimmy Carter is in trouble over his
last haircut. He brought in

sought homicide detectives, who
knew how to follow murde clues.

together a staff of professional
investigators. He particularly

The House investigators

.

-

m

c

pflDin)G Porotf.

tions and clubs. Promises of
assured friendships, unity,
and activities (I.e., "good
times to be had") are undoubt- K.i, uvii
rlAn'ti ...a
nil
aHIUMlllfin
wo Biitiviuy...uui
wo ail
want that security? Amid all
'
the other "sales pitches" you
'
are hearing, I'd like, to pitch
you an offer to remain independent. You see, it's an offer
that frequently gets crowded
out of the picture by the
deluge of pressures to join
Section "A" or Club "B" at this
time in Winter Quarter.
What are your options as an
independent? What is, life as
quickly determined that both the
FJ3I and OA had held back in-

an independent like on the
Wooster campus? My sug- gestion is to talk with Independents, your R.A., teach
ers, or administrators. Take
the initiative to explore what
Babcock, Douglass, Westmih- -'

ster, Myers, "and the other
program houses are like.
Check out some of the clubs
and activities sponsored and

.

formation about the two

assassinations. Sprague's men

.also interviewed key witnesses,
who had been missed by the FBL
Suddenly, attacks began to ap-

;

pear in the press against:

Sprague. We have traced some!
of these attacks back to FBI and

CIA sources. Now Henry

Gonzales,
the House
Assassination Committee chair-- ,
man, has joined the strange
assault on Sprague. Gonzales has
called him everything from a,
liar" to a "rattlesnake."
It appears to us that the FBI
and the CIA would like to close
the book on the assassinations.
This doesnt mean they are involved in some sinister plot, but
there are some awkward questions they would rather not be
asked. For example,' both the
FBI and CIA had closer contacts
with President Kennedy's accused assassin than they disclosed to the Warren Commission. The CIA even recorded the
D.-Te-

Sincerely,
Mrs. B. Wright;
Heart Fund Chairperson

;

x-,

conversation of Lee Harvey
Oswald in the Cuban Einbassy in
Mexico dry before he allegedly
gunned down the late president
The confrontation between
Gonzales and Sprague has also
been misrepresented. Most press
accounts have been critical of
Sprague, but every committee
member is supporting Sprague.
It doesn't seem likely that
Gonzales is right and everyone
else wrong.
There has been too much
effort behind the scenes to abort
this investigation. Investigations
that the government is so anxious to kill should always be

funded by Lowry Center Board
and Student Government Association. My experience has.'
been that there are far too
many things to do (programs
to get involved with) than one
person can handle. Sorting
osx your priorities and getting
involved Is an exciting and '
rewarding' process.. .So my
point is that you can lead a
full and vibrant life on this
campus without affiliation to
one of the clubs or sections.
Believe it or not, Independents are not urchins that
crawl out of the woodwork.
As an observer for Hellweek
last spring I must admit for
the first time that I could see
the value and validity of sectionclub life for some Wooster students. It gave them a
sense of security and confidence, though the Hellweek
activities themselves I cannot
condone. Building confidence
and security, however, ,are
quite feasibly natural end products of the maturing process
that one grapples with in his
her four years at Wooster. In
other words, most people are
capable of developing confidence and a sense of security
(belonglhgness) independent
of such organizations as sec-

.

tions and clubs.

To launch an attack on sections and clubs at this point

would, from my own observations and opinions be mere
inciting unnecest folly, only
sary hostility. So I shall simply close by saying, consider
all your options before joining
a section club and if your
decision is to join, let that de--,
cision come from within yourself alone.
Sincerely,
Ernst J. Weber,
Senior Independent
(alive and well!)

.

,
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by Sally Burgwardt

Once again this spring break,
the members of the Scot Sym- -.
phonic Band will don their
famous black and gold tartan
uniforms and travel East on a
concert tour. A preview of this
tour will be performed this

coming Sunday evening,

March 6, at 8:15 P.M., in
McGaw Chapel.
Director Stuart J. Ling will
conduct a World Premiere Performance of an original composition, "LeRoy Anderson
Revisited" featuring trumpet
trio, Karen Berger, Brian Heat- er, and Ken Holzworth. Eliza-

beth Eaton, a senior
major who, as President of the Band, has ruled
with an iron fist, will guest
conduct with the same fist. A
clarinet solo will be played by
Nancy Buckingham of the music faculty. The Scot Bagpipers and the Highland Dancers
will also be featured. Admission if free.
The trip promises to be a
busy and exciting seven days.
Their first concert will be held
at the Mt. Lebanon Presbyterian Church near Pittsburgh,
the evening of March 15. The
next night they will be in
Pennsylvania performing at the William Penn
music-educati-

0

V

0
0

Har-risbur-

on

g,

Memorial Museum. March 17

the Band will be at the

West-fiel- d

Presbyterian Church,

Westfield, N.J.
On March 18, the Band will
have time to sightsee in New
York City before their 12:30
P.M. concert at Rockefeller

Woottar Scot Band Officer prepare to head east on a tour of Pennsylvania, Now York, and
New Jersey during tha coming break.

Resolution Scclis llndcrs? anding
Woo8ters new S.G.A. Cabinet is already hard at work!
Last weekend, they participated in a two-da- y
retreat designed to sharpen leadership skills
and facilitate
.

goal-settin- g.

The main product of the
retreat was a the finalization
of a major resolution dealing
with women on campus, which
will come before S.G.A. for a
vote in the near future.
Because of the vital importance of the issue and the
policy charges
the resolution would effect on
campus, we reprint it here in
wide-rangi-

ng

its entirety.
The Catalogue of The Wooster
slates that "a liberal education. ..will truly free undergraduates for a lifetime of in-

tellectual adventure, one that
them meet new situations as they arise, one that
will allow them to develop
harmoniously and independently." It continues to state
will help

that liberal arts studies:

more than furnish
a quality in men and women -they should generate action.
Free to choose because (she
he) knows what the choices
"Should-d-o

are, the liberally educated person can make the value judgments that are the very life of
a responsible citizen and can
act with courage and independence even while (shehe) remembers the laws of (herhis)
land and the obligations (she
he) owes to society. The unit
of democracy Is a free and responsible person, and free responsible persons are the
only right product of any liberal education worth the name."
The Student Government:
Association of The College of
Wooster assumes that the
constructs of freedom of
choice and freedom of person-hoo- d
imply access and exposure to all perspectives of the
human experience. To deny

particular human perspectives, overtly or covertly, is to

deny human freedom and
'freedom of choice. We, the.
representatives of the student
body, strongly support a basic
reexamination and revision of
the curricular and cocurricular
patterns at The College of
Wooster in light of the scarcity of a feminist perspective.
True human freedom and free

off

dom of choice comes from
androgyny in curriculum and
cocurricular programs.
"
To enable this process, the
SGA suggests:
1) Strict adherence both in
letter and in spirit to Title 9 as

'

Center. Later in the evening a
concert is scheduled in Scars- -'
dale, N.Y.,. outisde of New
York City, at the Hitchcock
Presbyterian Church. Robinson Memorial Presbyterian
Church In Syracuse, N.Y., is
the location of the concert the
evening of March 19:
In Sunday morning's 10:30
A.M. service at the Third Presbyterian Church in Rochester,
N.Y., a number of the band
members will perform small
ensemble music to supplement the service. Later In the
afternoon a concert is scheduled at the Webster Presbyterian Church near Rochester
followed by an evening concert at the Twelve Corners

Presbyterian Church, also

near Rochester. "
A sightseeing triptoNiagara
Falls is planned- for Monday,
March 21. The final concert
will be at the Orchard Park
Middle School, near Buffalo,
-

N.Y.

Members of the Band will
be hosted by alumni of the
College and' members of the
congregations of many of

these churches.
If you happen to live near
any of these places, why not
come, out and support your
school? The Band would love
to see you there, so bring your
friends along. For those of
you who are not fortunate to
have the Band touring near
your home this break, remember to come to the concert on
March 6.

Women
and staff who have developed
a feminist perspective; the
"human condition" Is ' not
simply a "male" condition.
6) An increase in the num-ber of women-rol- e
models on

campus through a) the hiring
of faculty and staff, and b)
cultural events such as entertainment, lectures and so
forth.
Continued on Page 5

Tranquility Wookond Comos

Federal law..
2) The rewriting of all College documents to include

U

women. This includes the
College Catalogue, the Scot's
Key, Index, Voice, Potpourri,
materials published through
the Publications Office, News .
Service Documents, Admissions information, Lowry Center Board information, and the
SGA Constitution.
3) Encouragement of faculty and staff to broaden their
own personal knowledge base
to include a feminist perspective.
4) The further development
of frequently neglected areas
of traditional disciplines with
special attention to roles of
sexes and contributions of
women, and the integration of
new fields of knowledge into
advising and current course
offerings.
5) Recruitment of faculty

o

-

-

Tranquility will finally come
to Wooster next quarter I April
24-2- 8
has officially been designated as Tranquility Week,
during which all programming

cease to facilitate
by all members of
the College community.
Assistant Dean Dwight
Moore notes that Tranquility
Week was born out of the
realization that "everybody at
the College is continually
rushing from event to event
and class to class without
stopping to look at what
they're rushing to or from.
L.C.B. and College residence halls have agreed to
schedule no programming
during the week, and faculty
committee meetings will not
be held. "All normal meetings
will

self-evaluati- on

encouraged not to
occur," according to Moore.
Moore hopes that College
community members will "use
the time to do some thinking
about themselves, and the
groups, Classes, and interpersonal relationships to which
they belong and evaluate
them. Talk to someone you
don't normally talk to," he
advises, "or read a novel
you've been wanting to read."
Tranquility Weekend has
been set aside to allow for the
development of a personal
perspective on life at the
College. As Moore notes,
"Silence is an intrgral part of
music, and peace is an intrgral
part of the business of students and adminstrators at
the College of Wooster."
will

De

--

Caucus

LCD
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Sponsors

J

,
On Wednesday and Thurs
day, March 9th and 10th. LCB
and the Wooster Gay Caucus
will offer a unique oppurtunlty
.

'

for the Wooster community to
explore and discuss the issues
of homosexuality in general
and homosexuality and Christianity in particular.
A series of programs entitled "New Voices" with Chris
Glaser, a student at the Yale
Divinity

School and a member

of the Presbyterian Talk Force
on Homosexuality will be presented. Chris will address
himself to the issues of affect ional and sexual prefer- -

;

,

ence as they relate to his
experiences as a person m
this society and as a Chris-tio- n.
On Wednesday, March 9, at
4:00 p.m. there will be general
-

discussion on homosexuality

In Dookstoro

Wednesday there will be a
dinner forum with Chris in
Lowry dining, rooms 247 and
248. All are welcome to bring
trays and participate in an
informal discussion. At 7:30
p.m. on Wednesday Chris will
speak in Douglass Lounge on
"Breaking the Silence: A Gay
Christian Speaks from His
Experience." Questions and
discussion will follow his talk.
Chris will also participate in

'

r

..,A.--

Wooster seniors Charles
Russel and Glen A. West are
each $100 richer today, after
winning the Florence O. Wilson Bookstore Library Contest.. Russell received the J
prize for best general library,
while West was honored for
owning the best library in his
major field.
were namFpur runner-up- s
ed in each area; each received
in the gen$25.
eral category included Bob
Coffey, Scot Denman, Maueve
Kinch, and Karen Warren.
Special mention for best
I i bray
in a major area was
given to Linda Kauff men (Classical Studies), Don Leake
(History), Jean Lyon (Art),
and Doug Slobodien (Speech).
Prizes consist of credits to
the winning students bookstore accounts.
Bookstore manager Don
Noll was pleased with the.
number of entries received,
though it was less than the
number entered in previous '
Prize-winne- rs

Froo Speed
Reading Class
SPEED READER
WOULD HAVE FINISHED
READING THIS SENTENCE
TEN, MINUTES
AGO!
Do you want to increase
your reading speed?
Do you want to improve
your reading techniques?
Do you have 24 hours to
spare next quarter?
If you answered yes, yes,
yes, all you have td do is call
Ext. 420, or stop-- by Babcock
4, by March 15th, to sign up
for the new free SPEED READING CLASS being offered
spring quarter in the Reading
Writing Lab, Babcock 2. Enrollment is limited. 9;;io.J

:

I

-

ijjA

various classes on Thursday,
one of which will be Jim
Turner's Women in Contemporary Society class heid at
11:00a.m. in Kauke 102. At
8:15p.m. on Thursday, March
10th, Chris will present a
lecture entitled "Out of the

tf

Closets" in Mat eer auditorium. The lecture will also be
followed by discussion.

h

"

Wg

r

irw:

t:

Contest

C2iDGGe D D f

.

with Chris Glaser in Lowry Pit.
From 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. jan

W

iii

if

Wfi ira

library contests.
Noll, however, noted that
the purpose of the contest
was merely to "foster a
student body; to
encourage students to build
their own libraries."
He believed the contest
achieved that goal. 'The libraries we received were of
real quality," he said.
'
Contest judges Included
Don Calhoun,
Melchor P.
book-conscio- us

A

1

.

Foges, James Hodges, James
Haden, Ray McCall, James
Perley, and Henry Loess.

Continued from Page 4 ,
. 7) The hiring and support of
a Women's Studies Coordinator. Herhis tasks would include building a stronger consortia! network within the
campus community and
through the GLCA by information sharing and promoting
st
attitudes and practices within out institution.
The risk is to challenge
each of our life styles and the
commitment will be to greater
breadth of human freedom
and freedom of choice.
The resolution, should it be
passed by.S.G.A., would officially be no more than a recommendation to the people
in charge of the departments
in which changes have been
recommended.
Its acceptance bytheS.G.A.
non-sexi-

Chuck Russell, $100 richer, with his winning library.

'The final vision of. femin- of the history tf women"
ism," he noted, "is human attempted through scholastic
liberation. We can't attempt channels.
human liberation, though, unMoore noted that, should
til women can define their the resolution be passed, its
relationships and themselves direct effects on students
from a woman's perspective." would not be "real obvious for
To achieve this end, the .about six months."
study of women would be
The goal of the resolution,
"introduced throughout the though, he noted, "is to make
curriculum," and the "recovery women and men realize that

however, and by implication,

the entire student body would
exert some pressure for change - upon affected organizations.
According' to Assistant
Dean Dwight Moore, the "feminist perspective discussed in
resolution 3 can be defined as
"belief in the full humanity of
woman and her right to define
herself."

Midland Michigan. Napeville,
Lake Forest, and LaGrange,
Illinois are also on the itinerary, along with Valparaiso
Indiana.
The program for the concerts includes several large
works in addition to numerous
pieces. A contemporary work
by the Argentinian composer

--

Birmingham, Ypsilati, and

.

-

Questions about the resolu-

tion should be directed to
individual S.G.A. representatives, Dwight Moore, Deborah
Hilty, or Ellen Thomas.

WoosvGir Choiruc Plane Tour
by Cynthia Keever
Spring break promises to be
a demanding and exciting
time for members of the
Wooster Chorus. Beginning
March 15, performances are
scheduled for churches in

egr?!!9ern termor- - A

women are not only equal to,
but different from men, and to
realize the value of those
differences. We're just working toward recognition of
women on campus."

vti'jfel )o

iti-tmlioT-

'P

Alberto Gina Stera, based
upon 'the' Lamentations of
Jeremiah, will be presented. A
Brahms motet entitled "Why
Is the Light Given to the
Weary?" draws upon the book
of Job and upon Lamentations. Thus several early and
late composers are to be
united around a , common

theme.
Pieces by Randall Thompson, Benjamin Britten, and
Mendals which the chorus
presented last fall are to be
performed again on the tour.
Spherical madrigals by Ross,
Lee, and Finney deal with the
-- ttS"!t
:"r"nri ttvnT-or:6 'TTOt---

.

circular aspects of love. These
are built around excerpts from
poets of the seventeenth century. B Baitak, Berget, Franck,
and two spirituals comprise
the remainder of the group's

agenda.
Soloists during the tour will
be Carol Young, Tony Arnold,
Randy Smith, Kip Coerper,
and Vivian Balzer.
Wooster chorus director,
Chester L Alwes, feels that
the group will produce an
enjoyable, although difficult,
series of concerts. It is to be
assured that the Wooster
Chorus will do much to enhance Wooster's reputation.
?.?o;o'"o

ft."
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Proinffi
people in town and those on
campus! They also provide the
Co-o- p
with workers for the
store. Dunn House and the
Co-o- p
also have plans to
at least one lecture
on nutrition next quarter. They
also help the Hunger-Actio- n
Group with the,. Soup and
Bread supper every Wednes-

By Michael McDowell

There are many project
houses on campus concerning themselves with projects
ranging from personal consoling to career planning. We
rarely hear much about these
projects, however, because
the people Involved in them
quietly work on their projects
and seldom brag of their
accomplishments.
Dunn House is no exception
to this rule. The women of
Dunn House have been working since the beginning of the
year to promote
on campus.
Since their project's conception, Dunn House women
have sponsored several lectures concerning nutrition, Irv
eluding a lecture on the vegetarian way of life, given by
Bonnie Steinbock, and another on Japanese foods. Dunn
has also sponsored a Unicef
drive (last Halloween), a con- -'
cert at Zeitgeist on February
5, and recently conducted a
Food Service questionnaire to
let students express their
opinions of the food here on
nutrition-consciousne-

v

5

ff

Ilk

.

co-spon- sor

Z

11

1

day.
As you can see, the women
in Dunn House did not just

apply for a project house so
they could all live together.
We will be hearing a lot more
from the little house behind
Kenarden In the future.

ss

jzr

J:'Hig

Erdelac

Donates
lack Art
The women of Dunn House aid nutrition programs. Photo by Mark Snyder.

by Sharon Leech

ties with the Wooster Food
Co-o- p
and the Hunger-Actio- n
Group on campus. Through
the Dunn women
the Co-ohope to establish a connection between nutrition-minde- d

pamphlets dealing with nutrition. This library can be found
on the first floor of Dunn
House.
In addition to these solo
ventures, Dunn House has

campus (the results of this
questionnaire are forthcoming). Meanwhile,, the Dunn
women have found the time to
compile quite a library consisting of various books and

The works oT art that were
exhibited during Black History
Week on Lowry Center are
from the private collection of

p,

Mr.

International Students Want to Bridge the Gap
different from the European
student in that he tends to
make his friends, through so- cial activities' Hather than
through the the classroom.
;One foreign student said, "I
expected to sit over a cup of
coffee after class to discuss
what we were learning, and
meet people on more than a
superficial level."
Cliquishness is a big pro- ;
blem for foreign students, especially since most of them
never live in any dorm but
Babcock: It's a situation they
friendblem of cross-cultur- al
ship lies in sharing the burden would like to avoid, but as one
student said, "I don't want to
of making a superficial acbebe in a clique, but that's where
quaintance a deeper one
tween the American and the. I always end up until I can
foreign student.
learn to communicate with an

that it is rude to speak in a fereces than they have found
between students in Europe.
foreign language in the
A foreign student prepares .
American students admitted
of
Americans.
to settle into his or her room
they often are unwilling
that
This
is
unbelievable?
Sound
the first day. of the quarter, a typical situation', according
ke
the special effort reand is confronted by an
quired to befriend a foreign
of the Internationto
American roommate who al members
student because they feel they
and
Association,
Students
either ignores him, or explains although they admit that they have nothing In common with
all the details of campus life . exaggerated
the problems for a student from a different
in insultingly simplified Ian- - '
country. When presented with
presentation
at a Babcock
a
guage. Five weeks later, the study break Tuesday
American attinight,
foreign student has not been
'
got to make all
up.
"You've
of
tude
make
not
did
they
them
able to make any American
folcame to our
In
effortyou
the
discussion
that
the
friends , and is told by his lowed the presentation of the country," they learned that a
roommates, and his friends
"typical" situation, both ,good deal of solving the proby Cathy Personlus

pre-'sen- ce

tc-ma-

all-too-typ-

.

American

Gift Shop

MS

and

foreign

i

r

W. Main St.

Smithville
only 10 min. away
next to the Smithville Inn

stu-

dents described the difficulties they found in making
international friends. Communication emerged as the
biggest problem. Foreign students said they find a "lack of
appreciation of different cultures and ideas" among American students who haven't
been abroad, and much less
understanding of cultural dif- -

WORLD-WID- E

i
i

TRAVEL

,i

SERVICE

i

TAKES YOU

A

Inn
Smithville
Main
109 West
Smithville
"Where Chicken is King"
669-284-

1

"7

"All

foreign

stu-

dents express a great desire to
make American friends, and
say that being able to open up
to an American "makes my
day happy."
What kind of suggestions
do both foreign and American

students, have for being ing

themselves closer together?
One concensus was that both
groups need to increase their
efforts to achieve a common

understanding. Foreigners

Erde-la-

c

works from any period or, era,
mostly within the 20th Century. These works hold a lasting significance that can be
passed on and exposed to all
generations.' Mr. Erdelac

:

American.

Mr.

quire . socially significant

icaf

major part of the cultural
shock a foreign Student faces,
says Nancy Lukens, Professor
of German, is learning that
"our concept of friendship Is
so huge." A "friend" to an
American is an "acquaintance" to a foreigner; what he
calls a "friend" we call a "best
friend." Friendship is only one
of the American values that a
foreign student must come to
understand before he can truly
communicate with an American and begin to feel comfortable in the American society.
Another cultural difference
foreigners must discover is
that the American student is
.

Joseph Erdelac.

is a familiar name to LCB
as he has previously sponsored numerous exhibits for the
benefit of the Wooster students and community. Mr.
Erdelac is an AMC Auto dealer
in Cleveland and a private art
collector. He desires to ac-

.

claims that photography has
done much to portray social
experiences, but that there is
something particularly unique
and more pointed about the
same experience captured on
canvas.
The four Works exhibited
are by three black artists. The
pencil drawing is by Howard
Smith; a local Cleveland artist
in hisarly 20's. This piece, as
with all of the others, was
bought when Mr. Erdelac saw
it and was attracted to the
quality and topic.
The painting of the runners
Is by Jacob Lawrence. He was
commissioned to do a poster
for. the 1972 Olympics in
Munich which was taken from
this painting. It was purchased at Terry Dintinfass, Inc. in
New York City in 1974, and
was on loan to the Witney
Museum of Art for the "Jacob
Lawrence Retrospective" in

can organize programs to describe their: homeland and its
customs". American students .
1975.
can interact with foreign stuThe two large oil and acrylic
superfiin
a
more
than
dents
paintings are by Barclay Hendcial way, perhaps inviting
them home Jor vacations or ricks, a prominent artist in the
t.
Mr, Erdeeast and
simply by trying to underpurchased
lac
these works in
stand, their cultural point of
1
ACA
Galleries in
from
975
view. Above all, all college
. New York City, and they tour-,
comstudents must learn to
municate w'th other students. - ed to Wichitar KS in 1976. ,
mid-wes-
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term develop a daily schedule.
Allocate time for class preparation, study, review, recrea- - '

"Depend on it, sir, when a
man knows he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his mind wonderful- iy."
SamuefJohnson might well
have been talking to students
,

about ,
nation time
and that gnawing feeling of
foreboding! Examinations can
concentrate one's mind wonderfully, but in a positive,-practica- l
manner that will not
only increase your learning
potential but help your performance.
The key to both success in
exams and enjoyment of col- - .
lege work lies in the ability to
use time wisely. A pattern of
good' study habits begins as
the term begins, but nowhere
do you need them more than
at examination time. You will
be able to handle exams with
a minimum 'of stress if you
observe these six' suggested
steps:
1. Make a term study plan '.'
2. Use good review techniques
3. Develop a confident attitude
4. Organize
hours
5. Pace the exam carefully
'
6. Reassess your work
pre-exa-

mi

"

.

--

pre-exa- m

MAKE A TERM STUDY PLAN

At the beginning of each

.

tion, eating and sleeping.
A study area Is Important.
Have on hand the texts, study
guides, outlines, dictionaries
and. reference books, paper,
pads, notebooks, that wilt
allow you to concentrate with- -.
out interruption.
Study and review differ from
each other. Study refers to
learning something for the
first time. Review is critical
because it strengthens your
.retention of this new know--'
- ledge by viewing it as part of a

UlKsDDTDG

notes. Throughout the term
underline your textbooks and
make pertinent notes in the.
margins.

provided you have been con- - "
sistent in your work. You
should be able to review for
weekly quizzes in no more

than fifteen minutes, for a
mid-terhour exam in two or
three hours, and for a final $
exam in five to eight hours.
Plan preparation for a final
exam should be carefully
scheduled Into the two weeks
prior to exam day. Organize a
plan that does not interfere
with your regular study for on- going classes.
Plan your review systematically. Use textbook chapter
headings on your Instructor's
outline as guides. Go from
chapter notes to class notes,
recalling important headings
and Ideas. If some points are
unclear, THEN reread the text
book. Don't plan to learn '
something for the first time.
Making summary notes is
helpful. In four to eight pages,
outline the main points of
;

1

whole.

Forgetting takes place most

.

or stamina. Research shows
that most people can absorb
and retain just so much knowledge at one time. It's important to study day by day, week
by week. Each period of study
should be no longer than one
or one and a half hours, followed by recreation.
Take legible class and study

HOURS:

STORE

' WTuJ

""
Thur.-Sa- t"

VfA

A

M.C0
J

LEVI'S original

I

blue denims

I

guaranteed to

I

shrink, wrinkle
and fade. No
fads just true- blue LEVI'S"
Jeans with that
classic look
that's never out
of style. Look
for the tab
on the back
pocket to be

I

8
0
x
9

I

I

1

I

I

J

I
I

I

1

I

e

if

I

I

I

X

I
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313

1

I
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t
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-

t
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I
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Records

vn

EMI S

I

m

9:30 - 5:30

I

7

I

na-

!

time needed is not as exten- sive as some students think, '

m

your detailed class and text ics. Ideas or aspects.
notes. This helps reinforce the
Ask your professor what he
major ideas and important de- 'recommends for
tails.
tlon work. Use these-com-- ;
Summary notes can also ments as a guide but don't try
serve as a self-te- st
toward the to outguess him or her.
Group reviewing can be
end of your preparation for
exams. Put a sheet over each helpful. Limit discussions of
page and slowly uncover the significant points and possible
first heading. See if you can test questions to thirty or '
forty-fiv- e
remember the main points listminutes, with no
ed there.
more than four or five people.
Try to predict the exam
Avoid cramming. If ' you
have followed, a regular sche- , questions. Be alert throughout
dule of study and review, you
the term to the emphasis Instructors put on certain top- - Continued on Page 10
pre-examl-

QUES
Preparing for exams is largely a question of review. The

i

AdluGjfiKSe

DlTD

:

USE GOOD REVIEW TECHNI--

--

rapidly right after learning.
Review and recall, therefore,
are more effective soon after
study. After each class 'go
over the main points for ten to
fifteen minutes to reinforce
them in your mind. .
Don't overtax your memory

?IT

,

I

ZlZtO

p

-

o

I
I
I
.

1

sure they're

I

authentic

I

LEVI'S Jeans.
Sizes 29 to 46 waist, S
29 to 36 length. J

I

Waterbeds - Smoking Accessories

E.LI E,ERT5TVoR.OH.o

8

It Pays to Dujr Ouetr

8
'

9
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the least defined, and he progressed from a likeable fool to
rapist with puzzling rapidity.
a
Friday night, February 25,
Sara Benson, technically a
offered an unusual entertainvery
competent dancer, playment for Wooster: a modern
with a chilly
Persephone
ed
dance work, Persephone,
which
remoteness
contrasted
choregraphed by Robin Pierce'
of
wormth
fire
and
with
the
set
to music composed by
and
Demeter.
The
Karne
Warrne's
Deborah Dill. Adapted from
African-Calyps- o
rhythe Greek myth, the dance use of
of
Dance
in
Demeter's
thms
told the story of the abduction
original
was
to
fun
Spring
and
of Persephone, daughter of
over-us- e
although
the
watch,
Demeter (Mother of the Earth)
of flailing arms prevented the
by Hades, Lord of the Underexploration of other, less
world.
clichld, bodily movements.
"Considering that this production emerged without a The same might be said of the
on
dance program at the college, occasional
facial
expressions,
of
instead
it was a remarkable achievemovement,
to
indicate
ment. The dancers' toes were
s
'
not always pointed, legs were emotion.
The Chorus, danced by
not always straight, stomachs
occasionally protruded; yet in Ginny Adams,' Marrlee Burgeneral the choreography was gess, Denise Gordon, Lynnan
well performed, suggesting, Grissinger and Pam Sanders,
what could be done with provided some of the best
moments in the work, givnig a
serious training. The chorelightness and lyrical humor to
start-ingly
ography itself, while not
original, was engaging
and dramatic, and showed
Miss Pierce's considerable
'promise. She made particularly good use of Keith Taylor's
The Kingdom of Know by '
natural athletic grace the audM.Z. and other hands. Directience's attention whenever he ed by R. Mc. and Good Will.
was on stage. The character of
Well, it happened! Perhaps
Hades, however, was perhaps it should not have happened.

eye-catchi-

--

over-relian- ce

.

.

Kingdom

Needs Slides

WRC

'

.

"
j,

ed

.

.

ng

)
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a rather somber story,-Mis- s
Adams in particular, danced
exuberance
with
and wit: she has to be one of
Woosters finest, comic, talents.' Rather less successful
was ' the . scene representing
the Devastation fo the Earth.
The effect of the dancers clad
only in f lesh-clorleotards
was striking, but their contortions resembles a cross
between MaratSade and a
Ken Russell film
The lighting (designed by
Trigg Waller), the costumes
and the set were all very effective. There was a respectable
and enthusiastic crowd, demonstrating' what Robin
Peirce hoped to prove with,
this production: that there is a
demand for dance at Wooster.
Kudos to the director, composer and cast for an excellent
job. It is to be sincerely hoped
that the lesson will not be forgotten or ignored.

by Bonnie Steinbock

off

'

,

.

Sara Benson and Keith Taylor performed in last weekend's
expressive dance presentation of PERSEPHONE.

Know Provides Good Show

The author should have stormed out and said: 'This is not
my play." the Director should
have said: "I cannot be responsible for this lot." Against many odds it happened
twice.
Reputedly a farce, it was a
Morality; reputedly acted, it

of dramatic entertainment. If
we do so we shall find
ourselves asking why those
onstage failed to display the
characters they were given to
display, instead of asking

clear mind recognising with
humour the vast, enlarged
caricature of himself. And
then there was the slip of a
girl, pert and shrewd and
beautiful, pushing around the
larger than life creations. (She
has, it is rumored, something
to do with philosophy.) And
d,
there was the.
dazzingly costumed, white
bearded smiler,. who with a
nonchalant glee let memos
flutter from his hands, as if he

how did that outrageous
bunch of tatterdemalions overcome us from time to time,
was enacted; reputedly learnmake us laugh (except when a
The Women's Resource
women, Women's clubs on
it almost made
a
from
text,
ed
dull
joke fell with a dull thump
Center would like to put tocampus. It is a long-terproup
itself
it
went
as
It
along.
on
floor), and persuade us
the
gether a 15 or 20 minute slide ject tentatively extending into
might
unhave
merely
been
were
they
human beings - failshow about women at the Colthe 8 academic year. We pleasant, might have smelt
ing
human
beings, but alive,
lege of Wooster. The project
need more photographs and
might have given
somewhat,
glad
to
be
alive, and with
could be good. We plan to ininterested women. If you
offense,
did
of
nothing
but
the
will
much
good
to all who had burdens. Then at the very
clude, for evamnlo I C kwould like to become involved
- to those at any rate with
kind
come
to
see
them.
moment when the script was
tre productions, Women's athcontact Kate Tillotson, Hart1
hearts for laughter. In any
They certainly were an odd showing itself it be joking
letics, faculty & adminstration
House, Box 2918.
case the play about the kinglot - one was seen In another with difficulty, there arrived
dom of Know, armed though it
place disquised as a Pardoner the actor performer. Sir Yas-si- r,
was with some wit and an idea selling indulgences, at anothwho with an ironical deli-- N
proper to its time and place, er time disguised as an En- cacy and smart feet, showed
was a
Consequently
glish Professor, and in the the idea of subservience, and
there is not much sense in . play as a Crier-- in each case brought to our attention the
applying to it the usual tests ' the character being marked by thread of moral purpose runthe same elegance, curiosity ning- through the play. Preof mind, and charm. Jhere sumed to be sitting in judgwere others presumed vulgar ment on the candidature for
or coarse who did not bear out Kingship was the Inquisitor
in their act the character of the anu una mierpreiauonorougnt
us back to where we were.
words they uttered. For inNever
was there a less likely
stance there was the slight
Inquisitor
than the gentle proman with the tuxedo and the
in
fessor
full
academic attire,
battered hat, miserably named as he quizzed the candidates
Sir Flatulence of Gas, a lick:
by chance or by order
spittle and possibly a pimp, . in the nicest possible way, for
Treat yourself
he
was
obviously
very
a
nice
but in truth the immortal Gogo
to the new
man, so that at the climax
Waithimself,
straight
of
out
sportswear outfit
ing for Godot, entirely lov- when he finds his eyes resting .
C.R. 185
that you deserve.
or off it a on a splendid piece of womanable;
twinkling, refined mind, a hood, and when he is pre-hard-to-fin- d
E
aftor har
-Inst
w
uvuj,
kindness in trousers. What- 'SUmed tn
U
he
gingerly
hard-to-shop-f- or
and
with good
ever the words said or the
'
o
gestures intended,' they lied. taste examines her propora
The good humoured eyes told tions. There were other inno- 4
to
all. Then there was the great cents worthy of mention, but
Finest Ladles Apparel
warm bear, hugging his feel- these will serve my purpose,
Open Tues. thru Sat. 10-- 5
113 E. Main St.
ings with delight, beaming his which is to suggest, that if the
WOOSTER
self-lovroaring us into our playlet is unworthy of an exAcross from the
modest diswilling subjection - a gospel tended notice-th- e
Smithvillelnn
345-672of
avowal
at the
the
author
Tom and Libby Bruch
2
preacher from the South of
tea. - Sit. - S:Z3 - &X3
long ago - but behind this a
Continued on Page 9 ; ..... .
parti-colore-
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The Country Gallery
Functional pottery
Spool Candlesticks
Macrame

Stained glass
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OKorc Array
Cultural Diversifies

AAonico
off
if

During the past seven years

--

A

center of the Mexican guitar
industry-Parac- ho,
and others.

several: thousand students
from all over the Unjted States
have gone to Mexico to study
and travel with a program
sponsored by the Norhtwest
f

t

Council of Colleges. Despite
its name this organization has

-

expanded to include not only
schools In the states of Wash- -

J,

Ington, Oregon and Montana,,
"'

"

but also in Utah, Colorado,
Michigan and New York.
With most classes given in
English, the curriculum offers
a range of subjects In the
humanities and the natural
and social sciences. Faculty

.

is American and Mexican.

is an important part
of the program, with a two
week field trip taken each
quarter to places of anthropological, historical and artistic
interest, such as Mexico City
and the nearby archaeological
ruins of Teotlhuacan, Tula and
Cholula, and Oaxaca and the
nearby
sites of
Travel

.)'

t v

w- -

.-

r

V

,

pre-Colomb-

V.

.

j

,

.

Mitla and Monte Alban.

Teachers frequently plan a
field trip as part of their
course. Such trips have been
taken to opal mines, volcanos,
craft villages, and towns which
relate to the literary or historic
content of the course.

"

Becky Boyar expresses herself wordlessly in Spoon River Anthology, directed by senior
Ruth Hutchison. Photo by Mark Snyder.

Siudcntfs Give Plays for
When the

"end-of-the-quar-ter-scram- ble"

has you bogged
down, do something about it.
Take a theatre break. Last
night was the opening of a

1

new Theatrical Doubiehead-er- "
in the Shoolroy Arena
Theatre.
Oeb Sauder, a Junior speech
major from Wheeling, West
Virginia, is presenting "A
Rose to Life," a series of
selected cuttings from various
plays and novels whjch follow
a woman through her life from
childhood to maturity. Sauder,
who did all of the cutting and
editing for the show herself,
describes it as "an expression
of the important factors in a
woman's life: herself, her
family, her friends, and her
faith." Sauder will portray the

central character of the show.
Assisting her will be Cyndi
Raf tus as her mother and Dan
Treadwell as - in various
scenes - the first boy she
meets, her boyfriend and her
husband. Scenes Sauder has

bojTpwforheshcjHnclude

"cuttings from -- You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown," "Barefoot in the Park," "Belle of.
Amhearst," "A Man Called

Peter," and others.
Sharina the bill with "A
1

fWf

production of Edgar Lee Masters' "Spoon River Anthology." The show, directed by
Ruth Hutchison, is a series of
epitaphs and characterstudies
based on actual people In
Masters' life. Hutchison, a
senior speech major from
Claremont, California, has
done extensive research on
the script and explains that
Masters' was an attorney and
Clarence Darrow's law partner.
He wrote "Spoon River Anthology" based on his experiences in the Spoon River
Valley.
The actors In "Spoon River
Anthology" will accompany
each of their lines with sign

language for the deaf. Hutchison did all the signing herself
and taught it to her actors.
"We must learn to listen
with our eyes as well as with
our ears," she explains. She
praised her cast - which Includes Becky Boyer, Bob Amd.
os, Sharon Leech, Chris
on
Darling
Steve
and
the guitar - explaining that
they arranged the music for
the show themselves and have
added a great deal.
The two directors explained
that their shows fit together
well because they are both
Prit-char-

ptMHI

pnr "f

ian

I. S.

sions of people." They "both
praised their light crew, under
the direction of Allan Johns,
and their technical staff. Dave
Loomis is the technical director for the production. Bunny
McKee serves as stage manager.

The Instructional Center,
located in Guadalajara, arranges Inexpensive weekend
trips to places like the lakeside village of Patzcuaro, the
historic cities of Morilla and
Guanajuato, the craft town of
Tzintzuntzan, the art center of
San Miguel de Allende, the

The shows will run tonight
and tomorrow night at 8:15.
All tickets are $1.00 and are
available at the box office
(ext. 241)-o- r at the door.

Faculty Roviow
Continued from page 8
conclusion suggested this was
n
the talent for genial
humour of the cast should be
regarded. And they were put
an unusual disadvantage for
the best moment of all was
the Apologia before the play
invented and spoken by the
Director, who had never a
hope of directing his motley

"so-the-

crew.

On weekends

.

in

tt Colla

Prion:

262-e4-

6

S H'.O P

Hill

.

I f

stu-

and Tonola, beautiful
Lake Chapala with its quaint
towns of Ajijic and Jacotepec,
and the scenic Barranca de
Oblatos, to name a few.
All of this, plus the opportunity to live with a family if
desired gives the experience

of life in a Mexican community and is an important complement to the educational
program.
'
The NWCC has succeeded
keeping the total cost minimal, or about what It would be
on the home campus. StuIn

dents

representing

most

states of the U.S. and several
foreign countries have participated and then transferred
their credits back to their
home college or university.
The enroll for one quarter or
more In the academic year or
summer programs.
The NWCC also sponsored
two summer programs in Ecuador, one In liberal arts and
the other in community health.
Anyone interested In summer (or fall, winter or spring)
in Mexico should contact the
Northwest Council of Colleg-

es, 202 Peterson Hall,

Ellens-bur-

Washington 98926.

Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 6:30
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9

COMPLETE STOCKS
OF

Men's & Women's
Clothing
and

Furnishings
Including cotton denim f lares wlth button front
or zipper styles.

G.B.

;

many

dents head for the beaches of
Mazatlan or Puerto VaHarta.
There are fascinating places
to visit in and around Guadalajara itself: the Mercado Ll- bertad, bullfights, the char-read-a,
the folkloric ballet, the
religious center of Zapopan,
the artisan centers of Tlaque-paqu-e

Qood Merchandise
Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio

g,

,
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Continued from page 7
1 . The day before an exam,
review a maximum of three
hours. Question yourself as
you review. Reread text pas

sages only when you have
difficulty remembering them.
2. Eat and sleep well so that
you are refreshed for
the-exa-

guides. Indent paragraphs,
number points under each
heading, or make a rough
diagram or outline.

' Write legibly.

I

m.

--

test.

4. Shower, have a good

walk.
5. Take a last look at your
summary notes, unless it
makes you nervous.
6. Be sure you have all the
supplies you need.
7. Arrive in the examination
room a few minutes early.

It

r

PACE THE EXAM CAREFULLY

Cleveland Cavaliers' star Jim Cleamons drives past
Jamaal Wilkes to the hoop. The Cavs trounced Wilkes'
Golden State Warriors and are now in the thick of the fight
for an NBA playoff berth. Photo by Mark Snyder.
'
-

All This ond World War II

ABIbuiBtfi,

Movie HSghDighv

RECORD RACK

by BUI Miller
VARIOUS ARTISTS "All This
II" (20th Century 21522)
True Beatles
believers will flip out over this
double album featuring an
ample serving of Lennon and

and World War

.Our Money Order
Fees are Lower than

Postal M.O.'s!

Listen to the instructions
and read through the entire
test. Organize your thoughts.
Budget time for each question. They might be equal in
scoring, so answer the easy
ones first. Remember to number the answers to match the
questions.
Think carefully about one
question at a time. Your first
sentence should be clear and
contain some, if not all, of the
main points in your answer.
Jot down key words as

McCartney evergreens. The
album is the original sound
track for the movie of the
same title. Backing actual
newsreel footage of the war,
some 28 songs span a long
and fertile creative period of
the Liverpool lads. It demon- -

fl

jtTj

--

strates the versatility and
adaptability of the Beatles
music. Interpretations and
renditions of their songs are
done by such diverse performers as Elton John, Rod
Stewart, Frankie Lane, enry
Gross, Tina Turner and Leo
Sayer. Sayer does an inspired
job on "Let It Be", and Stewart
and ELO's eff Lynne are
exceptional on "Get Back"
and "With a Little Help from
My Friends", respectively.

DRIVE-THR- U

(fQS xSi llllll

Cleveland

264-781-

2

And

sometimes
we're open
when they're not!

Pizza

Beer -- Wine'
Champagne
11:00 to 11:00

phone:

262-044-

4

against

..

.

ORGANIZE
HOURS
meanings in advance.

n

Man With the Sad Face"
The veteran
(Fantasy
tenor sax man is, as usual,
t, diligent and consistent and
occasionally lustrous on his
latest of five virtuoso albums.
This is his solo effort as a
producer,, and he does a
competent job. Some of the
cuts feature larger orchestras
and more panoramic productions than is common in the
Sixties type, intimate club
setting which was a staple for
the jazz idiom for so many'
years. The bigger production
number here is reminiscent of
a Count Basie or Duke Ellington motif. This sets up a bit of
competition between iTurren- -.
tine and the larger groups and
perhaps dulls the full impact
F-95- 19)

I

927 E. Bowman

j

.

MON. THRU THURS,
9 a.m. -- 11 :30 p.m.
FRIDAY, SAT.
2

:

Finish each question as
best you can and go on to the
next. Leave room at the bottom of each answer for possible additions later.
Make answers as concise
and clear as possible. Try not
to repeat yourself.
Reread everything carefully.
You might have left

our a key'

word or want to add other?

points.

'

.

REASSESS YOUR WORK
When you receive your,
grades and get .back exam
books, read your answers'.
Compare them with your textbook and class notes. If you
don't understand your instructor's marks, ask him where
you went wrong. Learn by
your mistakes and go on to,
the next phase of college.

-

of his considerable skills.
"Ligia", In which he is in the
fore as a solo, affords him
more of an opportunity for
impVovisational . runs which
are the hallmark of jazz. While
he plays with great skill and
control, he never really cuts
loose until "Love Hangover"
a hot version of the recent
Diana Ross hit. The vocal
backups and synthesizer work

add sock to the piece. Turren-tin-e
has been in the forefront
of jazz for years, and this
album shows little sign that
he is about to relinquish his
spot to anyone else. Score
one more for Stanley.

Film Festival
To Do Hold
The 1977 ATHENS. INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL,

FILM

&

VIDEO

scheduled to be;
the largest of its type in the
Midwest, will take place at the
Athena Cinema and Ohio University auditoriums from April 15th through 30th.
Now in its fourth year, the
Festival has been expanded to
16. days of film and video
,
screenings.
Festival tickets are available
at Ticketron outlets. For further information, contact the
Festival at Box 388, Athens,
Ohio 45701 or call
.

THE BEVERAGE CENTER

264-16-

NE

GBecatfDeG

STANLEY TURRENTINE "The

-

PRE-EXAMI-

'

Purists will argue that the.
Beatles are the best interpreters of their own music,
but I think their memorable
songs gain new vibrance and
vitality through such cinematic and .recording marriages.
Some rabid music types take
the position that the Beatles
music had nearly as great a
global impact as World War II.

I

to check your progress. .Stu- dents who have formed good
study habits throughout the
term should be - confident.
Exams will help your understanding of important ideas
and your, ability to express
...
them.
'

.

I

Right at tha foot of Baall.

'

you. In multiple

choice, cross out what you
know is wrong and thjnk
about what is left. Be sure to
completely erase if you change-aanswer. .
Essay questions test your
ability to express yourself, to
'
interpret and organize material. Important cue words will
indicate what or how much
your instructor is asking for.
The ones most frequently
used are: analyze, compare,
contrast, criticize, define, describe, discuss, elaborate,
review, state, summarize,
trace. Each one of these terms
calls for a specific type of
material, so think about their

I

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS

They give you an opportunity

or objective

Short-for- m

VeirscavoDovy

DINO'S
1 11812

-

AT-TITU- DE

Tests do serve a purpose.

instruc-

questions demonstrate your
ability to recognize details
and your ability to choose
among alternatives. Pay attention to key words like: all,
none, never, might, should
Avoid leaving blanks, an answer might be correct even
though you are not sure. An
omission will probably count

breakfast, exercise, go for a

n

the

DEVELOP A CONFIDENT
., v.-;-- .
. -

tor cannot read - your work
easily, your mark might
suffer.

3. Get up early to avoid
rushing on the morning of the

,'

If

should not have to cram.

.

:

Dcspito Valient Effort by Scots
I r
n nc
no
- Wooster posted a mark in
WOOSTER, OHIOAs the

rri

n9
t
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-

the championship

10-- 2

r

game..

Sophomore pointman Sam Di- -.
-- cliche goes, all good, things .
; . . That overall won-lofigure xon led Wooster ' with 20
must come to an' end. And so
was Woosters best since the points against the Yeomen
'." It was Monday night for the
'1970-7- 1
r
campaign, when the and encored with 16 versus
best College of Wooster basScots. were 23-- 3 overall and' the Student Princes, tying felketball season since 1971.
finished atop the OAC with a low pointman Dave Frye for '
The Scots, who won the
12-- 0
league mark. It's the se- the team scoring lead in that
Ohio Conference's Northern
I
,..
season for Al affair.
cond
'
AlDivision tournament champ- .
Van Wie, who ended his 16th ' Sophomore post Dick
ionship with wins over Oberlin year as head Scot coach
1
rebounds
with man hauled in 2
and Heidelberg last weekend,
against Oberlin, while Frye
career
227
wins.:
by South
were beaten 79-6- 3
Although the final regular and junior post Wayne Allison
Division champ Muskingum In Reason NCAA Division.HI
pulled down eight each in the
al
the OAC title game at Otter-bei- n
Heidelberg game.
rankings have not been
Monday.
Muskies, soph- - !
Against
the
fin"released,
should
Scots
the
The loss cost Wooster. the - ish among
the top 10 teams in omore wing. George Zambia
berth reserved for the OAC the country. Wooster has holeft the bench to score
champion In the NCAA Div- vered around fifth-plawhile Dixon chipped in
naision III Great Lakes Regional,
15,
but those efforts :
with
tionally for the past month.
Wittenat
Friday
which starts
futile.
'
the Scots entered the Mus- - would prove to be Smalley
':
J
berg.
by center Man
' kingum title bout after sweep- -.
Paced
As a result, the Scots end ing past Qberlin (93-8last : (19 points, 14 rebounds) and;
their season at 20--7 overall - Friday in the North semi-fina- l,
guard Pete Liptrap (21 points), j
with both the regular season and following with a Saturday
Muskingum grabbed, a 7-- 2
and tournament Northern Di- win over- - Heidelberg,
lead at the game's outset and
1
, in
vision crowns under their belt.
.
, never trailed thereafter.
regular season OAC play.

--

ss

--

o

-

20-ga- me

.

--

na-tion-

18'-poin- ts
:

ce

J

'

-

-

2)

'

74-6-

iT-8. Mark Horner, 2:05.5(NQ);
12. Don Haring.
400 medley relay: 2. Wooster (J. Wilson,' Haring, McDonald, Pruiss), 3:42.1 (NQ,
SR).
One-metdiving: 1. Had-de410(NQ, SR); 2. John
Barth, 399.0(NQ); 8. Adam

The Scot swim team was
downed but not drowned as
the Kenyon Lords ran their
NCAA record to 24 consecu-- "
tive crowns at the Ohio Con-

ference Championships last
m

Urossberg.

400 individual medley: 3.
Muntzinger, 4:28.59(NQ, SR);
7. Homer.
200 freestyle: 2. Pruiss,
1:46.1 (NQ, SR); 4. E. Johnson, 1 :48.7(NQ); 11. D. John-

to consider it a success.'
There were other consoling
factors for the Scots. Wooster
set 12 new school records and
qualified 10 men for Division.
Ill Nationals. They will be represented in all but three
events.
Nationals are scheduled for
.

March 17-1- 9 in Oberlin.
Here are Scot results from
the OACs (NQ equals National
time;SR school
qualifying
record):
'

500 freestyle: 3. Eric Johnson, 4:54.3 (NQ, SR); 5. Dean
Johnson, 4:54.8(NQ); 8. Kurt
Muntzinger; 10. John Wilson.
200 individual medley: 1.
Mark Pruiss, 2:01. 4(NQ, SR);
4. Stan McDonald, 2:04.0(NQ);

n,

er

weekend in Oberlin.
The Scots "placed second
with 365 points to Kenyon's
597.
Coach Bryan Bateman was
hardly disappointed with the
team's showing, "When you
have a team of 19 swimmers
and 16 of them swim personal
bests at conference you have

son.

y

Johnson
100 freestyle: 2. Pruiss,
48.6(NQ, SR);
200 backstroke: 4. John Wilson, 2:02.1 (NQ); 5. Horner,
2:03.1 (NQ).

'200 breaststroke: 5. Haring,
2:20.9; 8. Jim Janasco.

200 butterfly: 2. McDonald,
1:58.8(NQ. SR);
Three-metdiving: 2. Had- -.
den(NQ); 6. Barth; 8. Gross-ber- g.
er

400 free relay: 3. Wooster

Johnson, 0.

i

John-- ;

(Pruiss,
son, McDonald), 3:19.0(NQ,
E.

SR).
100 butterfly: 3. Stan McDonald, 53.8(NQ. SR).
100 backstroke: 3. J. Wilson, 57.2(NQ); 8. Paul Lugg;
;Shoppef
11. Mike Unsworth.
'
248 W.North Street
1 00 backstroke: 6. Don War"
ing, 1:03.9.
262-58S6
800 freestyle: 2. Wooster
(Pruiss, Muntzinger, E. John- 9 w w m
son, McDonald), 7:12.4(NQ,
SR).
1650 freestyle: 2. E. Johnson, 17:05(NQ, SR); 8. D.
Johnson; 9, Muntzinger.
100 freestyle relay: 2. E.
March 15 - March 22

Wayne Allison shoots over Muskingum guard Hall. Allison's effort wasn't enough, as the Scots dropped the OAC
Photo by Ray Bules.
title to Muskingum,
79-6- 3.

T

BEALL AVE

-E-

CON-O-WASH

(Just North of th Collaoa)

Welcome to Wooster
We are happy to greet you and we
would enjoy showing you our lovely
collection of FASHIONS.
Do Come and See UsI

BEULAH BECHTEL SHOP
Public Sq.

ef
'

HOUSE OF TURQUOISE
Navajo - Zuni - Hopi
Indian Jewelry

i

f ks

Ecst M

Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O- p
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15

LEHMAN'S

estate!
219 North Main St.
Orrville, Ohio 44667

laliiO.SA

ht

Phone:

t35"

For full details on U.S.A.
Railpass Tickets, etc.
Call
North Central Ohio AAA
264-989-

4

Thurs.

682-357-

&

1

Sat. 10:00 - 5:30

Fri. 10:00 - 9:00

9"

Open Daily During December

The blahs of winter have finally gotten to us; we're starting to crack up. Why else would we
put our complete inventory of records oh sale? Every single disc is on sale, over 3,000 new
releases, current catalog, and older catalog items. If it is in stock, it's oh sale and to make
certain we have it in stock, we've placed a large order with our record supplier. Spring is
just around the corner and we've gone off the deep end.

AU6W

UST
ROCK AND JAZZ SINGLE ALBUMS

SWEET EVS.
LaftMafcaMUapOnMaktf

o)(o) 03

Lov

Mw,PThPeolDfWn'tlimii
.. IQkfelAakloSsBon

IGSS!

Some LP' at $3.79

&

$3.69

fi:::i floyd
a.:::.ijils

All 7'

V

UST

03

1

ROCK AND JAZZ
SINGLE ALBUMS

including;
Pigs On Th Wing (Part Ona)
Dogs; Pigs (Thraa Different Ones)
SheepPigs OnTha Wing (Part Two)

IGSS!
1

Some LPs at
$4.59

&

j,J

jt

I

4.78

Jamis Ian
MiftAcle

Row

Let Ma
Wantlb MefceYou Low MeCandtelght
TeT6The SkyThe Sunset Of dut Ute
Bm

Lonely

AIL

I

78

UST

ROCK AND JAZZ DOUBLE ALBUMS
V

BWJ.fllllllliMMI)jMM"'M'''IBCJ.:

OH LESS!
Some LPs at 4.59

ALL ALBUMS SOLD ON A

FIRST-COM- E

SA1G STARTS FQIDAV

34,

BASIS

&

4.78

NO DISCOUNTS.

GtlDS T03SDA7

30

AST A i)

328 E.
OPEN 9:30 - 5:30

MON-SA-

T,

Lobes-fl- y

Sftireei

FRIDAY TILL 9pm, CLOSED SUNDAY

